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MARCEL WANDERS STUDIO PRESENTS
JARDIN D’ÉDEN 10TH ANNIVERSARY CAPSULE COLLECTION

**PRIDE | Pocket Mirror**
*Symbolized by a Peacock*

The first piece in this collection is a pocket mirror, depicting a majestic peacock unfurling its unique plumage. Placed at the center of the motif, all the better to catch the eye, this elegantly regal animal symbolizes Pride, basking in its singular beauty.

**Dimensions:** Ø 7 cm - height 0,8 cm  
**Price:** €395, including tax

**ENVY | Key Ring**
*Symbolized by a Snake*

A key ring in the shape of a snake safely keeps the keys to your most envied goods. Silent and deadly, the snake represents the sin on Envy ready to attack and hold on these highly coveted treasures.

**Dimensions:** ring Ø 2,5 cm - height 1 cm | 5,3 cm x 4,5 cm  
**Price:** €135, including tax

**ANGER | Shot Glasses**
*Symbolized by a Lion*

A pair of shot glasses depicting a lion that embodies Anger. The king of the jungle symbolizes power and courage, along with ferocious anger toward its prey. This set of two glasses offers an invitation to hedonistic pleasures; everyone can express their strength, in small doses!

**Dimensions:** height 4 cm - capacity 4 cl  
**Price:** €420, including tax
SLOTH | Ashtray
Symbolized by a Snail
To represent Sloth, a pocket ashtray depicting a small and solitary snail that moves slowly without worrying about the world around it. This beautifully decorated travel-friendly item will hold smoked cigarettes, after a long sensuous pause for reflection. It can also hold candy when you give yourself over to sloth.

Dimensions: Ø 4,7 cm - height 1,5 cm
Price: €295, including tax

GREED | Money Clip
Symbolized by a Toad
Greed is symbolized by a money clip. A toad that embodies cupidity is engraved on the clip. This greedy creature takes your money and doesn't let go!

Dimensions: length 5 cm - width 3 cm
Price: €155, including tax

LUST | Set of Dice
Symbolized by a Goat
The sin of Lust is symbolised by a set of three engraved dice, each with a face illustrated with an insatiable goat, turning Lust into a game. This flirty and playful game for two or more is played with three dice. Throw the dice. The first dice will tell you which action to do (Tease, Bite, Lick, Kiss, Touch), the second, the part of the body to do it on (cheek, neck, lips, ear, hand) and the third, how to do it (soft, slow, hard, fast, loud). Joker: if the die lands on the face with the goat, you get to choose the action, area and way you wish.

Dimensions: 2 cm x 2 cm
Price: €230, including tax
GLUTTONY | Honey Dipper
Symbolized by a Bear
The honey dipper evokes Gluttony, embodied by a bear. This dipper contains an entirely unreasonable amount of honey, to thoroughly satisfy the gluttonous bear that lies dormant within us.

**Dimensions:** Ø 2 cm - length 17 cm  
**Price:** €315, including tax

JARDIN D’ÉDEN 10TH ANNIVERSARY | Collector’s Set
A special set produced in a limited edition of 49 pieces, numbered and signed by Marcel Wanders. Crafted in lambskin embossed with the Jardin d’Éden motif, it holds the entire anniversary collection of the seven deadly sins in an exclusive version with a rose gold finish.

**Price:** €4,500, including tax

The Jardin d’Éden 10th anniversary collection is available in Christofle stores and on the website [www.christofle.com](http://www.christofle.com)